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Multistability and hysteresis phenomena in passive mode-locked lasers
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~Received 11 August 2000!

We present the analysis of laser passive mode-locking described by complex Ginzburg-Landau equation
with a saturable gain and with a nonlinearity of losses decreasing as radiation intensity increases. The hyster-
esis dependence of the number of pulses in steady state on pump power has been found. The laser operation
therewith is multistable: the number of pulses in the established regime depends on the initial state.

PACS number~s!: 42.65.Re, 42.65.Sf, 42.55.Ah
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The complex Ginzburg-Landau equation is extensiv
used in description and analysis of diversified nonlinear s
tems and phenomena: instability in Poiseuille flow@1#,
Rayleigh-Bénard instability in binary fluid mixtures@2#,
electroconvection in nematics@3#, passive mode-locking in
lasers@4#, and so on. Varied states of these systems are
scribed by plane-wave, turbulent@5#, stable quasiperiodic
and stable pulse@6# solutions. Of special interest is the in
vestigation of changes of nonlinear system states descr
by these solutions under changes of system parameter
this Rapid Communication the bifurcations due to pha
modulation instability and connected with stable multip
pulse laser operation are investigated. The experimental
tem for observation of multiple pulse regimes, hystere
phenomena, and multistability under study is a Kerr-le
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser@7–9#.

The complex Ginzburg-Landau equation describing
evolution of the field in a ring laser upon passive mod
locking in dimensionless variables has the form

]

]t
E5~11 iu!

]2

]z2
E1~g1puEu21 iquEu2!E. ~1!

The dimensionless field amplitudeE(z,t), time variablet,
and coordinatez are determined through corresponding
mensional variablesE8, t8, andz8 by the following relations:
E5E8/AI a, t5t8s0 , z5z8As0 /Dg, whereI a is the inten-
sity of the field saturating the nonlinear losses,s0 is the net
linear resonator losses including the linear field losses in
saturable absorbers1 ~or the linear diffraction losses!, Dg

'0.5s0vgr
2 /G2 is the frequency dispersion for the gain@13#,

vgr is the group velocity of radiation, andG is the half-width
of the gain frequency band expressed in radian per sec
The parameteru is ratio of the real and imaginary parts o
the frequency dispersion of the permittivity for the intraca
ity distributed medium. The first term on the right-hand si
of Eq. ~1! is connected with the frequency dispersion of t
gain and the linear refractive index@13#. The first term in the
second parentheses describes the net gain involving the
ear losses. The second term accounts for the nonlinear lo
The last term describes the nonlinear refractive index. T
field amplitudeE(z,t) is subject to periodic boundary con
ditions.

Equation~1! is based on approximations used widely f
the analysis of passive mode-locking of solid-state las
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~6!/7607~4!/$15.00
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@9–14#. The most principal ones of them are the approxim
tion of the parabolic frequency dependence of the gain
of the refractive index and the approximation of inertiall
nonlinear losses and refractive index. The former is correc
frequency width of radiation~inverse duration of pulse! is
much less than spectral bandwidth of the gain. The latte
correct if a response-time of nonlinear losses and refrac
index is much less than a pulse width. The detailed deri
tion of Eq.~1! for the case of passive mode-locking in lase
has been previously presented~see Ref.@13#!.

Analysis of passive mode-locking is commonly pe
formed for model with saturable gain

g5
11a

11bE uEu2 dz

21, ~2!

where a is the relative pump excess above threshold,b
5I aADg /s0/(LI g), L is the cavity length, andI g is the in-
tensity of the monochromatic radiation saturating the ga
The saturation is determined by the total intracavity radiat
energy and accordingly the integration in Eq.~2! is carried
out over the whole cavity volume. The last term is relat
with the net linear cavity losses.

The simplest form of nonlinearitiesp andq is

p5p0 , q5q0 , ~3!

where p0 , q0 are numerical constants:p05s1 /s0 , q05
22vn2I al /(n0s0L) ~herev is the carrier frequency of ra
diation, n2 is the nonlinearity determining the nonlinear r
fractive indexdn8 in absolute units for dimensional intensit
dn85n2uE8u2, n0 is linear refractive index, andl is the
length of the nonlinear medium!. The model of passive
mode-locking based on the approximations of Eqs.~1!–~3!
with u50, q050 was investigated in Refs.@10,11#. The
solution describing the light pulse in the hyperbolic sec
form was found and the problem of its stability for sma
disturbances was solved. The stability of this solution is
lated to negative feedback due to the saturation of gain~2!.
There are also solutions with an infinite growth of the fie
intensity. However, these solutions are physically incorr
and related to imperfection of the model for nonlinear los
~3!: what actually happens in real experimental systems
that the decrease in losses cannot be greater than the l
losses. In this regard the following form of nonlinearities,
R7607 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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p5
p0

11uEu2
, q5q0 , ~4!

is more realistic. The model of passive mode-locking d
scribing Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~4! with u50, q050 was ana-
lyzed in Ref. @12#. It was shown with using of Lyapunov
functional that in this case from any initial state the las
operation pass into the steady-state single pulse mode.

The passive mode-locking described by Eqs.~1!–~3! with
regard to both frequency dispersion and nonlinearity of
fractive index (uÞ0, q0Þ0) was investigated in Refs
@13,14#. It was found that the solution describing the lig
pulse in the form of hyperbolic secant with a frequency ch
was

Es5E0 sech11 ia~bz!eidvt. ~5!

The peak amplitudeE0, the frequency chirp parametera, the
inverse duration of the pulseb, and the frequency shiftdv
are determined from algebraic equations obtained by su
tution of Eq.~5! into Eq. ~1! with regard to Eqs.~2! and~3!.
In the case of periodic boundary conditions, solution~5! is an
approximate one. This approximation is good if the pu
durationb21 is much less than the resonator length~length
of period!. Previously solution~5! of Eq. ~1! was found in
Ref. @1# in studies of hydrodynamics instability in Poiseuil
flow.

The necessary condition for stability of solution~5! is g
,0. Otherwise the net gain in the wings of the pulse
above zero, and small amplitude noise grows. The condi
g,0 is obeyed under the following restriction on paramet
of nonlinearitiesj5q0 /p0 and dispersionsu @9#:

3A11u222u12u2~A11u22u!

12u~A11u22u!

.j.2
3A11u212u12u2~A11u21u!

11u~A11u21u!
. ~6!

Under condition~6! the characteristic established regime
the regime with a single stationary pulse. Otherwise the
bulent regime for which the whole laser cavity is filled wi
radiation is realized@9#. The solutions with infinite growth of
the field intensity have the same nature as in the abo
mentioned caseu50, q050.

An analysis of passive mode-locking with regard to bo
frequency dispersion and nonlinearity of refractive indexu
Þ0, q0Þ0) for the model of nonlinear losses~4! was per-
formed in Ref.@9# by numerical simulation. It was show
that in the case of violation of condition~6! the same turbu-
lent established regime is realized as in case~3!. Otherwise
the regime with several identical stationary pulses is es
lished. With increasing of pumping, the number of the
pulses increases by unit at the following values of pu
power:

ath
(k)'ka1cr , ~7!

where ath
(1)5a1cr is the threshold pumping at which th

single pulse regime transforms to the two pulse one. O
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tained results are in good agreement with the results of
experimental investigation of the multiple pulse operation
a Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser@7,8#.

In this work we investigate the dependence of number
pulses in established operation on initial conditions a
pump power in the frame of nonlinearities~4!. The typical
transient evolution for passive mode-locking is shown in F
1. The spatial distribution of radiation in cavityI (z) is pre-
sented at successive instants of timet. The shown length
equal to 512 corresponds to the volume of the cavity
which the generated radiation is concentrated. Figure 1~a!
demonstrates the competition between pulses of diffe
amplitudes in the transient process and their coexistenc
the steady state. The multiple pulse initial condition w
various amplitudes of pulses models the variance of am
tudes of initial noise pulses. It might be well to point out th
characteristics of individual pulses in the steady state
identical. Distances between these pulses depend on in
conditions. Figure 1~b! demonstrates the realization of mu
tiple pulses operation as a result of splitting of an init
single pulse. Notice that parameters of the laser for b
cases presented in Fig. 1 are the same. This clearly dem
strates the dependence of number of pulses in the steady
on initial conditions.

The detailed information on the dependence of numbe
pulsesN in steady state on pump powera is presented in Fig.
2. The procedure of the construction of this dependence c
sists of the following. The initial field was chosen in th
form of several pulses of various amplitudes. After a tra
sient process the steady state was realized. The numb
pulses in the steady state was marked off in Fig. 2. Th
pump powera was changed slightly and after the transie

FIG. 1. Illustration of the dependence of the number of pulse
established multiple pulse operation on initial condition. The init
pulses are Gaussian.u50, p050.2, q050.3, b50.1, anda53.3.

FIG. 2. Multistability and the hysteresis dependence of the nu
ber of pulsesN in steady state on pump powera. The parametersu,
p0, q0 , andb are the same as in Fig. 1.
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process the number of pulses was newly marked off, an
on. By this means the dependence shown in Fig. 2 was
termined. The variance of amplitudes of pulses due to sp
taneous noise radiation was modeled by the addition of
initial multiple pulse field lowered by a factor of 100 t
formed radiation at the instant the pump power was chang
The increase of the number of pulses is possible only
accordance with the lower stepwise curve marked by
corresponding arrows@see Eq.~7!#. The decrease of the num
ber of pulses is realized in accordance with the upper s
wise curve. The corresponding threshold values for pu
power at which the (k11)-pulse regime transforms to th
k-pulse one are determined by the formula

ãth
(k)'~k11!a2cr , ~8!

wherea2cr is the step value of pumping for decrease of t
pulse number. The horizontal lines show the constancy
number of pulses under changes of pumpinga. These hori-
zontal lines in combination with stepwise curves form clos
hysteresis loops. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the depend
of pulse numberN on pumpinga is a many-valued function
that is, the generation is multistable. The number of pulse
an established regime depends on initial conditions. T
number of possible steady states increases with increa
pump power.

Let us concentrate on physical mechanism of competi
and coexistence of pulses with frequency chirp due to n
linear refractive index. The nonlinear saturable losses~3! and
~4! play the role of a positive feedback. The positive fee
back selects the most intensive pulse and suppresses p
with lesser amplitudes. However, there is a mechanism
negative feedback which in contrast equalizes amplitude
pulses. The nature of this mechanism consists of the foll
ing. In view of the nonlinear refractive index the frequen
chirp arises, and the spectrum of the formed pulse is bro
ened. As a consequence, the efficiency of the gain in
active medium having the finite amplification frequen
band drops, with the result that the greater amplitude of
pulse entails its less amplification. Notice that the respo
time of this negative feedback is equal to the time of form
tion of the equilibrium frequency chirp for the given amp
tude of the pulse. This equilibrium frequency chirp is det
mined by the balance between mechanisms inducing
pulse phase-modulation and causing its degradation.

Playing with the parameters that determine positive a
negative feedback determines the type of established reg
Let us estimate quantitatively the net feedback. In our
merical simulation the transient process consists of th
stages:~i! the establishment of equilibrium between the ga
g and the total radiation energy* uEu2 dz ~the fast stage!; ~ii !
the establishment of equilibrium pulse duration and of eq
librium frequency chirp~more slower stage!; and ~iii ! the
competition between pulses with various amplitudes a
with equilibrium chirp and duration~very slow stage in vi-
cinity of bifurcation point!. We analyze the third stage. Th
solution of Eq.~1! with nonlinearities~3! is searched in the
form of several pulses with various amplitudes and w
equilibrium duration and frequency chirp
so
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E~z,t !5(
k

Eok

e(lk1 idvk)t

cosh11 iak~bkz!
, ~9!

whereEok , ak , bk , dvk , and lk are the peak amplitude
the equilibrium frequency chirp, the equilibrium inverse d
ration, the frequency shift, and the parameter of tempo
increment forkth pulse. Substituting Eq.~9! in Eq. ~1! gives

lk1 idvk'bk
2~11 iu!~11 iak!

21g, ~10!

~p1 iq !uE0ku2'bk
2~11 iu!~11 iak!~21 iak!. ~11!

Solution~9! with parameters determined from Eqs.~10! and
~11! is correct withlkt!1 when in Eq.~11! exp(2lkt)'1.

From Eq. ~11! the equilibrium frequency chirp and th
equilibrium inverse duration are determined as functions
the peak amplitude of pulseak5ak(uEoku2), bk
5bk(uEoku2). For the temporal increment of thekth pulse we
have the following expression:

lk5
p

22ak
2

uEoku2~12ak
2!1g. ~12!

Hereinafter, for simplicity, assume thatu50. The temporal
incrementlk can be treated as the net coefficient of amp
fication for thekth pulse. The last term in Eq.~12! connected
with the gain in the active medium and playing the role
negative feedback@see Eq.~2!# is the same for all pulses an
has no influence on competition between them. The te
connected with the unit in the parentheses due to nonlin
losses~for definiteness let us assume thatak

2!1) describes
the positive feedback. The term connected withak

2 in the
parentheses describes the negative feedback due to the
quency dispersion of the gain@the term (]2/]z2)E on the
right-hand side of Eq.~1!#. With nonlinearities~3! the equa-
tion for the frequency chirpak does not depend on the pea
amplitudeEok and is determined by parameters of the las

ak

22ak
2

5
q

3p
5

q0

3p0
. ~13!

If condition ~6! is fulfilled thenak
2,1 and the positive feed

back prevails: the transient process passes into the reg
with a single stationary pulse. If condition~6! breaks down
then ak

2.1 and, on the contrary, the negative feedback
ceeds the positive feedback. As a result, small-amplit
pulses that arise from perturbations grow in the wings of
powerful pulses. The transient evolution lasts until the wh
cavity of laser is filled with the generated radiation.

In the case of nonlinearities~4! the picture of transient
evolution changes cardinally. The approximate estimation
the frequency chirp can be obtained by substitution of
valuesp and q from Eq. ~4! into Eq. ~13!. In this case the
frequency chirp depends on the peak intensity,

ak

22ak
2
'

q

3p
'

q0~11uE0ku2!

3p0
. ~14!

With p0 andq0 satisfying condition~6! the characteristic
form of the dependence ofdlk5lk2g on the peak intensity
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is presented in Fig. 3. At small peak intensityI 0k5uE0ku2
this dependence is linear. With increasing peak intensity
frequency chirp increases, and atuEoku253p0 /q021 it
reaches the levelak

251. Thereforedlk50.
The form of the dependence of the amplification coe

cient for pulsedlk on its peak intensity shown in Fig.
allows an understanding of multiple pulse operation, hys
esis phenomena, and multistability. At small pumping pow
for all peak intensitiesuEoku2,I cr2 and the greater intensit
of pulse entails its greater amplification. As a result,
single pulse established operation is realized. With incre
ing pump power the peak intensity of this single pulse in
steady state increases. When it becomes greater thanI cr1
then the amplification for small amplitude pulses becom
positive and the second pulse arises in generation. For p
intensitiesuEoku2.I cr2 the greater intensity of pulse entai

FIG. 3. Dependence of the amplification coefficientdl for the
pulse with equilibrium duration and frequency chirp on the pe
intensity I ok . The condition~6! for parametersu, p0, and q0 is
fulfilled. The dashed line corresponds to nonlinearities~3!. The
solid curve corresponds to nonlinearities~4!.
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its less amplification and amplitudes of these pulses
equalized. As this takes place, the peak intensities of th
two pulses becomes less thanI cr1 because of energy balanc
With further increasing pump power the peak intensities
these two pulses increase and reach the levelI cr1 and then a
third pulse arises in generation, and so on. This proces
indicated by the lower stepwise curve in Fig. 2.

In the case of multiple pulse operation with decreas
pump power the peak intensities of all pulses are the sa
and decrease. As long as their peak intensities rema
greater thanI cr2, the number of these pulses does n
change. This process is described by the horizontal line
Fig. 2. When the peak intensities of pulses reach the va
I cr2 then because of perturbations the peak intensity of
of them becomes less thanI cr2 and this pulse is suppresse
Thereafter the peak intensities of the remained pulses
comes greater thanI cr2 because of energy balance. With fu
ther decreasing pump power the peak intensities of th
pulses decrease and reach again the levelI cr2 and then the
successive pulse is suppressed, and so on. This proce
shown by the upper stepwise curve in Fig. 2.

It would appear reasonable that experimental conditi
for realization of both hysteresis and multistability is th
same as with a multiple pulse operation due to pha
modulation instability@7–9#.

In conclusion, it has been found that in passive mo
locked lasers with a nonlinearity of losses decreasing as
diation intensity increases the phase modulation instab
due to nonlinear refractive index results in multistable ope
tion and hysteresis phenomena. It seems likely that sim
peculiarities can be manifested themselves in other syst
described by a similar complex Ginzburg-Landau equatio

This research has been supported by the Russian Fou
tion for Basic Research~Grant No. 99-02-17117! and the
State Science and Technology Program ‘‘Laser Physi
~Grant No. 3.20!.
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